THE MOTION OF A LARGE PARTICLEO
BY

RICHARD HOLLEY

1. Introduction. This paper resulted from an attempt to find a probabilistic
model for the motion of a large heavy particle colliding with many light particles.
The physical situation is as follows. Consider a one-dimensional world in which
there are countably many particles distributed at random and each moving
independently of the others except for collisions. T. E. Harris [3] has given very
general conditions under which the paths of the particles in such a system are well
defined. In our model the particles will move with constant velocity until they
collide with other particles. In this case if the particles do not have any accumulation points initially, and if their initial velocities are uniformly bounded, then the
paths will be well defined. We will assume that all collisions are perfectly elastic,
conserving momentum and energy; therefore, when two particles with the same
mass collide, they simply exchange velocities. Now the problem that we will be
concerned with is to describe the behavior of a particle which is much heavier than
the others.
Before beginning on this problem, consider a system as described above in which
particles of equal mass are started at all of the even integers, and each is independently given a velocity of ± 1 with probability 1/2. We will consider the one which
started at zero as a distinguished particle. It is clear that if we observe this particle
after every unit time, it will be performing a simple random walk. However, more
than this is true. If we denote by X(t) the position of our distinguished particle at
time t, the following theorem is true. (See Billingsley [1, page 68] for the proof.)
1.1 Theorem. Consider the sequence of measures {p-A},on C[0, 1] ( = continuous
functions on [0,1]) induced by XA(t) = X(At)/\/A. As A goes to infinity, ¡xAconverges
weakly to the Wiener measure.

The reader unfamiliar with this notion of convergence is referred to Billingsley

[1, page 11].
Various authors (D. W. Jepsen [5], T. E. Harris [3], and others) have studied the
above model and generalizations of it. F. Spitzer [8] has proved that if, instead of
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starting the particles in the even integers, they are started in a Poisson(2) process
with density one and given velocities which are independent and equidistributed
with mean zero, then the same results hold.
In the problem where the distinguished particle is heavier it is clear that we have
one more parameter to vary than in the above examples: the mass of the distinguished particle. We will let the light particles start out in a Poisson process with
density one, and give them independently velocities + 1 with probability 1/2. We
then put a particle at the origin with mass M times as great as the others. Let ZM(t)
denote the position of the heavy particle at time t and YM(t)=ZM(Mt)/\/M.
In
this notation (physically perhaps not the most natural one as pointed out below)
we can state one of the main results of this paper.
1.2 Theorem. As M goes to infinity the family of measures, {vM},induced on
C[0, 1] by {YM}, converges weakly to the measure corresponding to the OrnsteinUhlenbeck position process (as defined by Nelson [6, §9]).

Instead of changing the time and space scales in the above problem, we may
produce the same effect by increasing the density of the Poisson process (i.e. the
expected number of particles per unit length) and increasing the velocity of the
lighter particles. This interpretation is more physically meaningful and is the one
we will use. It turns out that the square of the velocity of the lighter particles must
increase at the same rate as the ratio of the masses in order to get a nondegenerate
limit for the velocity process.
The motivation behind the choice of the Poisson process is as follows. Stone [9]
and Dobrusin [2] have proved theorems to the effect that if each particle in a
system of particles, which is not too badly behaved originally, is allowed to undergo
a motion independent of the others, then as the time gets large the system looks
more and more like a Poisson process. The motion of the lighter particles described
above does not satisfy the hypotheses of these theorems, but if it were very much
more random it would. Other motivating factors are the well known fact that if the
heavy particle were not present the system would remain in a Poisson process, and
the fact that the Poisson process is in some sense the most random. (See Renyi [7].)
Theorem 1.2 is still true if the initial velocities of the lighter particles are taken
from a much more general distribution than we will deal with here (see Holley [4]).
However, it has so far not been possible to generalize the results to two or more
dimensions.
2. The main results. First we set some notations which we will use in this
section.
Let (fi, 3F,P) be a probability space on which there is defined an OrnsteinUhlenbeck velocity process, X(t), that starts at zero. That is, P(X(0)=0) = l, and
(2) The number of particles in any bounded interval is a Poisson random variable with
mean equal to the density times the length of the interval, and the numbers in disjoint intervals
are independent.
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the transition function is given by

Qt(v0, dv) = ^¿^

exp ( - p-^K)2j

) dv

(where a2(t) = D(l-e-2ßt)/2ß
and a(t) = e~m).
Let D[0, 1] be the space of right continuous functions with left-hand limits on

[0, 1], and give D[0, 1] the Skorohod topology.
Let Z: Q -> D[0, 1] be defined by Z(oj)(t) = X(t, co). Then Z induces a measure

P' on D[0, 1] by the formula P'(A)=P(Z~1(A)).

In the future we will drop the

prime from the notation when this will cause no difficulty.
Now consider a Poisson process of "atoms" on the real line with density X(M)
and mass one, and a big "molecule" sitting still at the origin. Each of the atoms is
independently given a velocity ± v(M) each with probability 1/2, and the system is
allowed to undergo collisions conserving momentum and energy. That is, if the
molecule has mass M and velocity Vx and is hit by an atom with velocity vlt then

the equations

MVx+ Vx= MV2+ v2 and MVl + v\ = MVl + v\
are both satisfied. Here V2 and v2 are the velocities after the collision. Solving
these equations we get

nn
(Z1)

„
M-\ v , 2
V2 = mT\Vi + mV\Vi

,
and

M-\
V2=-M+lVl

2M ..
+ M+ïVl-

Let VM(t) be the velocity of the molecule at time t if the atoms are removed
after a collision with the molecule, and let V'M(t)be the velocity at time t when the
atoms are not removed. We will denote the measure which VMinduces on D[0, 1]
by PM and the measure which V'Minduces on D[0, 1] by P'M.
From (2.1) it is seen that when two atoms collide, they simply exchange velocities;
and hence, we may assume that they just pass through each other. Also since the
molecule never gets going faster than v(M), it cannot hit any atom which is initially
moving away from it. Hence we will assume that the density of the Poisson process
is X(M)/2, and that at time zero all atoms are moving toward the molecule with
speed v(M).
To simplify calculations we will first assume that the atoms are removed from
the system after a collision with the molecule. This assumption will be removed
later. Now using (2.1) and the fact that the distances between atoms are independent
exponential random variables with mean 2/X(M), it is a routine matter to check
that VM(t) is a Markov process which can be described as follows. If the molecule
has velocity V, it maintains that velocity for an exponentially distributed time with
mean \/X(M)v(M) and then jumps to

M-1 „,
2
M+Ï^M+Ï**0
(2.2)

M-\
m+\

....

v(M)-V
WlthProbablllty-ivjMT

2
....
y-M+-\V(M)

V '
v(M)+V
WIth probabihty ^y-
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Now let XM(k) be a Markov chain whose one step transition function is given
by (2.2), and let NM(t) be a Poisson random variable with mean tX(M)v(M),
which is independent of XM(k). Then it is clear that for any real-valued function/
(2.3)

A{/(KM(i + s)) || VM(s)} = E{f(XM(NM(t))) \\ XM(0) = VM(s)}.

Here A{
} denotes conditional expectation.
We are now ready to use Theorem 19.4 of Billingsley [1, p. 164] and his remarks
on page 165 to prove the following

2.1 Theorem. Let v(M) = ((M+l)D/ß)112 and X(M) = (ß/4)((M+l)ß/D)112. Then
as M ~> co, AM converges weakly to P.
Proof. According to Billingsley's Theorem 19.4, if we can show that
(Ï) PM(VM(0)=0)=l;
(ii) AM(supoSiSl

| VM(t)-VM(t-)\úeM)

= l with eM -> 0;

(iii) lim^0limsupM^00(l/h)E{\E{VM(t+h)-VM(t)
II VM(t)}+hßVM(t)\}=0,
lim^0limsupM..M(l/ftA{|A{(FM(í
+ ft-FM(0)2 || VM(t)}-Dh\} = 0;
(iv) there exists a constant K such that if ii ^ i ^ r2>
E{(VM(ti)-VM(t))2(VM(t)-VM(t2))2}

S K(t2-h)2

uniformly in M, then {AM}converges weakly to a measure p.. Furthermore, pt is
the measure concentrated on C[0, 1] whose finite-dimensional distributions are
Gaussian and having

EAX(t)} =0,

0 S t = 1,

Eu{X(s)X(t)}
= P A»exp(¡2 f -ß dt+ Í -ß dtV)dr
= exp [-ß(s+t)]D(exp

(2ßs)-l)/2ß,

0 á s á t á 1,

(i.e. p.=P; see Nelson [6, §9, p. 55]).
(i) This is obvious since we always start the molecule with zero velocity.
(ii) First notice that with probability one \VM(t)\^v(M) for all t. Then it is
easily seen from (2,1) that if there is a discontinuity at /, we will have

IM?-)-MOI S ¿¿¡(¡Vud-y+piM)) ú ^¡Therefore,
Pm( sup \VM(t)-VM(t-)\

^ 4v(M)/(M+l)\

= 1,

and (ii) is proved for
eM = 4v(M)/(M+1)

= 4((M+ l)D/ß)ll2/(M+1)

In order to prove (iii) and (iv) we need two lemmas.
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2.2 Lemma. Let XM(k) be the Markov chain whose one step transition is given by

(2.2), and M 2: 10. Then
(a)

E{XM(k) I XM(0)} = Ak(M)XM(0),

(b)

E{X2M(k)|| XM(0)}= B2(M)(D/ß)(\ -Bkx(M)) + Bkx(M)XU0),

(c)

E{X3M(k)|| XM(0)} = C\(M)X3M(0)+ (Dlß)C2(M)(A\(M) - Ck(M))XM(0),

E{XUk) || XM(0)}= Ft(M)X2i(0)+ (Dlß)F2(M){Bk(M)-Ft(M)}Xm

(d)

+ (D/ß)2F3(M)B2(M){\ - FÏ(M)}
- (D/ß)2F2(M)B2(M){Bkx(M)- Ff (M)}
+ (D/ß)2F,(M){\-Fkx(M)},

where

Ax(M) = M+\
A

M-\ MBx(M) = M+l M+l
52(M) =

M+\
2M-\

r(...

IM-\\2M

2

Cl{M) = \mT\)
C2(M) =

Fx(M)

m
M+l

(M+l)(3M-5)
2M2-5M+l
(M-l\3

M-9

\M+lj

M+l

F2(M) =

6M2-8Af-14
2M2-7M+l

F3(M) =

3M3-7M2-3M+7
2M3-3M2 + 4M-l

F,(M) =

2(M+l)2
2M3-3M2 + 4M-l

The restriction A/2j 10 is just for convenience so that we do not have to worry
about any of these coefficients being infinite.
Proof. Let M be fixed ; we will suppress it from the notation during the proof.
(a) One easily checks that

E{X(k) || X(k- 1)}= gz|

x(k_ 1} _ AxX(k-\),

and the result follows by induction.
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(b) First one checks that

E{X2(k)|| X(k- 1)}- g^I

j£|

^-1)

= B,X2(k-l)

+

+^

|

4 D
M+l ß

We now proceed by induction. For k = 0 the result is obvious. Assume that (b)

is true for k —1. Then

E{X2(k) || X(0)} = £{A{*2(ft || X(k-l)} || *(0)}

= E[B1X2(k-l) + 1^l^\\X(0)
D „
„,_„ , „t_,„Q,^
. 4
= A1iA2^(l-AÏ-1)
ßK
l ' +' AÏ-1Jr2(0)l
*
v V + M+l

= |(ftA2-AÏA2

A>

,8

+ -iAT)+AÏ^(0).

Now one simply checks that
B1B2+ 4/(M+l)-BkB2

= A2(1-AÏ).

(c) First we check that

E{X\k) || X(k-l)} = ClX\k-l)

+ jj^^X(k-l).

Again we proceed by induction on k. For k=0 the result is obvious. Assume that

(c) is true for k —1. Then

E{X3(k) || X(0)} = E{E{X3(k) || X(k-l)} || X(0)}

Z) 12M-20
'j8 (M+l)

= dA{A-3(A:-l) || X(0)}+ ^l;^¿2E{X(k-l)

= c^cr'xm+j

\\ X(0)}

CAAi-i-ci-mo)

D12M-20
+ ß (M+l)2

Al

Ä{S))

= CÏX*(0) + j {CiC2^-1 + 1,2m+™ AÏ-'-CaCî}x(0).
Now part (c) is completed by checking that
C
C Ak-i +(M+1)2^1
i 12M — ¿0
CiC2^i

ik-i

_- (->
Ak
<-2^1-

(d) Again we check that
E{X\k) || *(*-!)}

= F1X\k-l)

+ (D/ß)GX2(k-l)
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where
(M+l)3

[3(M-1)2-4(M-1)],

H=(j^j

Notice that it will be sufficient to prove that

E{X\k) || X(0)} = F?X\0) + j G |^¿
ID\2

l\-Fkx

Jf2(0)
Bkx-Fj\

ID\2

\-Fk

+ [j) gHt^Fx-Bx^fJ + \J) HT^Fx'
since one can easily check that

G/(Bx-Fx)=F2,

G/(\-Fx)

= F3, and

H/(l-Fx)

= f4.

Once again we proceed by induction on k. For k=0 the result is obvious. Assume

that (d) is true for k -1. Then

E{X\k) || X(0)}= E{E{X\k) || X(k-\)} || *(0)}
= E{FxX%k- l) + (D/ß)GX2(k- \) + (D/ß)2H || jf(0)}
[n

F*-ijr*(0)+|
(py

g

R* -1 _ fk -1

¿^

(i-fî-1

+ |c{52|(l-JBÏ-i)

x2(0)

bï-i-fï-^

./ay»

l-Ff-1]

+ JRÏ-1Z2(0)} + (|)2i/.

Upon multiplying through by /\ and (D/ß)G and then regrouping, this last expression is seen to be equal to

This concludes the proof of the lemma.

2.3 Lemma. For all Wï 10 we have

(a)

£{Mi + «) IIVM(t)}= e-^Vu(t),

(b)

E{V2M(t+ h) || KM(r)} = e-^Gi<M>Kl(0 + 52(M) |{1

-e-^Gx<«)},

(c) E{Vl(t + h) || KM(i)}= e-^°^V!,(t)
+ (Dlß)C2(M){e-^-e-^a^}VM(t),
E{Vh(t + h) I KM(f)}= e-**°8««>r*(f)
+ (D/ß)F2(M){e

(d)

- ßhat(M) - e " WG3<M>}
K¿(í)

+(/)/i8)2/'3(M)52(M){l

-c-«3<»}

- (DlßfF^M)Ba(M){e

~Bha^m- e ~ßhG^M)}

+ (D/ß)2Fi(M){\-e-ßha^M)}.

Here B2(M), C2(M), F2(M), F3(M), FA\M) are as before, and
r(M\
2M~l
Gl{M) = M+P

nri,\
3M2-3M+2
G2(A/) =
(M+l)2

'

_ ..__
4M3-6M2-2
Gs(M) (M+l)3
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Proof. Let M be fixed and suppress it from the notation. By (2.3) we have

E{Vk(t+h) || V(t)} = E{Xk(N(h)) \\ X(0) = V(t)}
where N(h) is a Poisson random variable independent of X with mean

hXv= h(M+l)(ß/4).
To prove (a) notice that

E{V(t+h)|| V(t)}= exp(-«(M+l)ft4) J À{A(Af+l)j8/4}*
xE{X(k)\\X(0)=

V(t)}

= exp(-«(M+l)ft4) 2 Y,{h(M+l)ß/4}kA\V(t)
k = 0 K-

= exp (-hß¥±±(l-Au)V(t).
But l-A1 = l-(M-3)/(M+l)=4/(M+l).

Therefore,

E{V(t+h) || F(0} = e'ehV(t).
The proofs of (b), (c), and (d) are the same and will be left to the reader. Notice

that

Gi(M) = ^±1 (1- ft(M)),

G2(M)= ^P- (1- C¿M)),

and

G3(M)= ^±I(l-ft(M)).
Returning now to (iii), we have

E{\E{VM(t
+ h)-VM(t) I FM(0}+J8AM0|} = E{\VM(t)|| «-'"-l+jSAI}.
But (1/A)|e~i't— 1 +j8A| -»■0 as A -* 0, and therefore to complete the first part of
(iii) it is sufficient to show that A{|KM(r)|} remains bounded as M->oo. This

follows from
E{\VM(t)\}è l+E{V2M(t)}= l+E{E{Vm

II VM(0)}}

= l+B2(M)j[l-e-"tG^}-^l+^(l-e-2Bt),

since B2(M) -*■1/2 and G^M) -> 2. For the second part of (iii) we have
E{\E{(VM(t+h)-VM(t))2

|| VM(t)}-Dh\}

= A e-*hGi(M)M0 + Ä2(M) ? 0 -e-ßha^M))-2e-»hVli(t)+
ß

B2(M) % (l-e-BhaiiM))-Dh
ß

+ E{V^(t)}\e-ßhGim)-2e-ßh
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As M -> co this last expression approaches
\(D/2ß)(l-e-2ßh)-Dh\+(D/2ß)(l-e-2ßt)(e-gh-l)2.

And therefore,

lim lim sup I E{\E{(VM(t+h)- VM(t))2|| VM(t)}-Dh\}
h_0

M-.00

«

Ú lim}

Yß(^-e-2eh)-Dh

+ ^(l-e-2ßt)(e-ß,i-l)2

Ä-.0«

To prove (iv) we first notice from Lemma 2.3 that if M 2:10
E{Vl(t + h) || VM(t)}= e-ß™^V2M(t) + Ox(h),
E{V3M(t+ h) || VM(t)} = e-^°^vm

+ 02(h)VM(t),

and

F{FÏ(f + A) I VM(t)}= e-flM»(M)KÄ(0
+ Oa(A)KÄ(/)+ O4(A),
where all 0((«)/« remain bounded in M and «. Now
£{(M0-

(2 4)

vM(tx))2(vM(t)-vM(t2))2}

= £{( Fm(° ~ Km(Íi))2£{(
M0 " Fm(Í2))2UKm(0' M'l)}}
= E{(VM(t)-

VM(tx))2[V2M(t)0&2-t)

= Oxí/a-O^ÍÍMOHere 05(A) = e_s'iGi(M)-2e"Ä'l+l,

+ Ox(t2-t)]}

^m(íi))2}+ O5(í2-í)^{(^m(0-

VM(tx))2V2M(t)}.

and 05(«)/« remains bounded in M and «,

provided M 2:10. Also,

£{(M0-M'i))2}
(2-5)

= E{E{(vM(t)-vM(tx))2
IIMO»
= E{05(t-tx)V¿,(tx)

+ Ox(t-tx)}

= o5(í-íi)£{^<i)}+oi0-O.
and

£{(^m(0-Mîi))2^(0}

= £{^0-2^)^(0+

^KOH(0}

= E{E{V&(t) || KM(r1)}}-2£{KM(r1)£{^(i)

|| F^)}}

+ E{V%,(tx)E{Vm
|| FM(a}
= ^-"(í-WAÍ>FJa(r1)

- 2E{e- " - W«

+ 03(i-r1)^(0

+ 04(i-í1)}

F£(ra) + 02(í - rj FJ&)}

+ £{e - «' - W*> K¿(?1)+ Ol(t-10 K^)}
= [e - i« - t!)oa(M)_ 2e - ««- h)G2w)+ e-mt- h^w)^
+ [Ox(t - tx) + 02(t-

Denote e-eha^-2e-ehG^

tx) + 03(t-

v&(tx)}

t/)]E{ V2(t/)} + 0¿t - tx).

+ e-ShG^m by Oe(h). Again Oe(h)/h remains bounded

in M and «, provided M 2:10.
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Next we want to show that E{Vj¡¡(t)}and A{ft¿(?)} are uniformly bounded in M
and t, for M2:10 and ?2:0. First, we have

E{V^(t)} = B2(M)(D/ß)[l-e-^i^]

< 2D/ß

for all M 2:10 and all 12:0. As to the fourth moment,
E{Vik(t)} = (D/ß)2[F3(M)B2(M)(l-e-^^)
- A2(M)A2(M)(e-

«Gi(M) - e "ÍÍG3<M>)+ ft(M)(l

- e~ "iG3<*»)]

á (A>/ft2[3+ 6+l] = (A>/ft210
for all M 2:10 and all r2:0.
Using these bounds for E{V%¡(t¿}and A{ftè('i)}, and substituting (2.5) and (2.6)
into (2.4), we get
E{(VM(t)-

VM(h))2(VM(t)-

VM(t2))2}

ú Ol(ta-ty(Ol(t-tJ¡2Dlfi+01(t-t¿}

+O5(t2-t){O6(t-t1)l0(D/ß)2

+ [0,(1 -1,) + 02(t - fj + 03(/ - ii)]27)//S+ OAj - h)}.

Take ft so large that O^ÚKJi

for all i, all 0£A¿1, and all M2:10, and let

A = 2A2 + 8A2(2Z)/ft+10A2(A)/ft2.
Then we have

ft(FM(0-FM(ft>)2(M0-Mft))2}
for all O^íiáí

^ (í3-0(*-íi)tf

á *0Wi)2

2**2=1 and all M2:10. This concludes the proof of the theorem.

We will next show that removing the atoms after a collision with the molecule
does not affect the limit. We are still assuming that the atoms pass through each
other and only change velocity as a result of a collision with the molecule.
The first thing to do is to notice that as long as | V'M(t)\stays less than \v(M),
no atom hits the molecule twice. This is seen from equation (2.1). From that
equation we have

, , . M-1 .

2M ....

N^mTT^-m+T1^1-

Thus if \v1\= v(M), |ft|<it>(M) and M2:10, then \v2\>$v(M). That is, as long
as |ft¡,(r)| stays less than \v(M), any atom which hits the molecule will bounce
away with a speed at least jv(M) and hence cannot hit again until |K¿(í)| gets
larger than %v(M). Therefore VM(t) and V'M(t)behave in exactly the same way as
long as they both stay less than \v(M) in absolute value.
Hence if we define the open set GM<=
A>[0,1]by GM={f: sup0á¡gi \f(t)\ <\v(M)},
then for every Borel set A <=D[0, 1] we have
PM(GM n A) = P'M(GMn A).

We are now ready to prove one of our main results.
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2.7 Theorem. Let v(M) and X(M) be as in Theorem 2.1 and let P'Mand P' be as
in the first paragraphs of this section. Then as M goes to infinity, PÚ converges

weakly to P'.
Proof. It will suffice to show that for every open set G<=-D[0,1]

lim inf ¿^(G) 2; P'(G).
M-*oo

To begin with, P'm(G)^P'm(G r\ GM)=PM(G n GM)^PM(G n GN) if M^N. We
already proved in Theorem 2.1 that PM converges weakly to P (=P'); hence,
lim inf PM(G n GN) 2: P'(G n GN).
M-. co

Therefore,
lim inf PÚ(G) 2: lim inf PM(G n GN) ä P'(G n GN),
M-K»

M-* co

and the proof is completed by letting N go to infinity.
We conclude by proving Theorem 1.2. For this purpose we define the continuous function

T:D[0,1]^C[0, 1] by Tf(t) = J'/fj) ds.
It is clear that TV^t) is the position of the molecule at time t. For each M, T
induces a measure, vM, on C[0, 1] by the formula vM(A)=P'M(T~x(A)). Define v to
be the measure v(A)=P'(T~1(A)). Then v is the measure corresponding to the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck position process.
2.8 Theorem. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.7 vM converges weakly to v as

M goes to infinity.
Proof. Let/be any bounded continuous real valued function on C[0, 1]. It will
suffice to show that

fdvM -> fdv

as M -> oo.

Making a change of variable, we see that

J7*m = \f°TdP'M and j/aV = jf°TdP'.
Since T is continuous, f° T is a bounded continuous real valued function on
D[0, 1]; and the theorem follows, since P'Mconverges weakly to P'.
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